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ADDITIONS TO THE AUGUST CATALOGUE

10s British Line Artilleryman carrying Bucket.
12s French Line Artilleryman carrying Bucket.
38s French Guard Horse Artilleryman carrying Bucket.
10s Russian Line Artilleryman carrying Bucket.
10s Austrian Line Artilleryman carrying Bucket.

2s Marlburian Musketeer Firing.
5s Marlburian Grenadier Firing.

10s Artilleryman with Rammer,
lis Artilleryman with Porte Fire.
14s Bavarian Musketeer Attacking.
15s Austrian Musketeer Marching.
16s Netherlands Van Frieheim Grenadier Advancing.

Is Set consisting of two Stretcher Bearers, Stretcher and Wounded man - 25p.
4s French Sapeur swinging Axe.
5s French Sapeur Levering with Crowbar.
6s Female Camp Follower.
7s Female Camp Follower.
8s American Civil War Cantiniere. Bits 25 mm Scale: Musket 2|p,

Half Naked Greek Girl.
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9s
10s Napoleonic Cantiniere.

Is Greek Officer.
2s Greek Phalanx Spearrran.
7s Greek Peltast.
8s Spartan Hoplite.
9s Greek Slinger.

Is Roman Tribune.
4s Roman Centurian.
5s Roman Legionary Advancing.
7s Roman Auxiliary Javelinrran.
8s Roman Auxiliary Archer Firing.

lis Gaul Heavy Spearman.
13s Gaul Spearman (Ancient Briton).

Bucket 2^p. Carbine 2jp.

CATALOGUE 18p

MINIMAG 15p
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EDITORIAL

It is a good ching to be proud of an
accomplishment nd it is understood if an
inventor has confidence in whatever he has

devise:. .ut ..ui; that product is a set of
wargames rules, one among many, then it is
not necessarily praise-worthy for the com
pilers to "knock" other rules whilst assert-
in- the wonders of their own. ,/argames rules
are highly personalise-', .affairs and are
specifically designed to give their compiler
the type of r, •'•••• '•'•••: '•••"--"-h-:.- ~o chievo without
necessarily embracing minute accuracies and
realism which the compiler accepts but finds
boring or tedious- -ill this preamble is
leading up to the fact that I think I can de
tect in the ..avert, and in recent writing, of
the ./argames Research Group a certain dogmatic and semi-arrogant assertion that their
rules are the "only" rules. Of course, they will be the first to admit that this is
not the case but I think it must be acknowledged that whilst the well conceived and
researched rules of the rfargaines Research Group probably give as realistic a game as
any other rules in existence, t.icy are not necessarily•to the liking of everyone.
Personally, 1 find thac I am unable to enjoy battles fought under them because their
verjr far reaching effects at realism tie my hands an.: result in a battle that is
stodgy and colourless when compared with the usual very fast moving free-for-alls
that one has become accustomed to at 69 Hill Lane, .jouthampton.

By all means buy these rules v/hich, as I have already said, are probably as good
as any others in existence but read them, experiment with them and then pinch the
best bits from them and put them in your own rules to give YOU the sort of game that
YOU desire!

Over the last two or three months I have chatted on a bit about Conventions and

if I have given the impression that I was not fully aware of the fantastic amount of
work that Dave Killward and his wife Vivienne put in in organising the recent
Birmingham Convention then I must apologise. My greatest admiration goes out to them
because Conventions have gone a long way since the first ones that I organised in
this Country and, if the spirit of rivalry in putting on a better show than the last
one is to continue then obviously they must be organised by a very large and willing
band of people. But human nature being what it is, the work usually falls on one
pair of shoulders - the thing to do is to make sure they are not yours! Dave liill
ward has written some views on Conventions which I have printed in this edition, to
gether with advice on running Conventions from Jack Mansfield who, in America, has
probably run more of these affairs than anyone else in the .;orld. Man is a gregar
ious animal and likes to meet up with his fellows so Conventions are probably here to
stay - but I still think that, once the people get into the hall or hotel, they are
too crowded, too complex and either too little or too-over organised. oee last month's
editorial Mention of a recent wargames demonstration to get my meaning.

do;) Fj/.-i'ir^o.'Oiic.
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FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!

On August 8, 1913, in the Battle of Amiens, a
single 3ritish Whippet tank of the 6th Tank Battal
ion, fought its way into mechanised history.

The tank, called "Musical Box" and commanded by
Lieut. C.B.Arnold, wreaked havoc in the German lines.
The full story of the charge of the "Musical Box" was
not told till after the war by Lieut. Arnold, taken
prisoner with one other of the three-man crew.

But Australian infantry, following up, bore witness to the enormous casualties
inflicted by the tank "which almost entirely alone had brought to battle a great
portion of the rear of the German Second Army." They also found the burned-out
"Musical Box."

It is doubtful if any single tank in any war has ever been involved in a more
brilliant fight, says Douglas Orgill in "TANK" (Heinemann, 63s.). Yet he tells the
story of a single tank action in the Second World War which was in some ways compar
able to the sortie by the "Musical Box".

A German Tiger commanded by an SS officer named Wittman suddenly cane out of a
side-road upon the momentarily halted advance guard of the famous 7th Armoured
Division (the Desert Hats), pushing towards Caen after D-Day. When the Tiger with
drew it left a total of 25 shattered and blazing vehicles on the road.

Mr. Orgill's book is a fascinating history of the tank from Flanders to the Six-
Day War, telling at the same time, the story of tank men fighting over every kind of
terrain.

Tank life did have its little luxuries, denied to the infantry soldier. In the
Second World War, British tank men had fresh eggs from the hens often carried in
makeshift coops on the rear of the turret.

00O00

Between Waterloo in 1815 and 1839 there had been practically no change in the
weapons of the Army. In 1839, dawned a new era of improvements in firearms; innova
tions followed each other so rapidly that a new and superior weapon was placed in
the hands of the infantrymen every fifteen or twenty years.

In 1840, came the first really important change in the infantryman's weapon for
nearly a century, when the percussion-lock superseded the flint just as the flint
had superseded the match, and the old "Brown Bess" with which the British soldier
fought the Napoleonic Wars, was replaced by the percussion firearms, afterwards im
proved by being made a breech-loader.

00O00

Although indirect fire has been called newly discovered it is interesting to
consider an account of the siege of Therouenne by the Burgundians in 15^3 (not to be
confused with Henry VIII's siege of 1513)- The artillerists of Therouenne observed
that the enemy made use of a valley which was screened by a crest from the guns of
the town. By the aid of bushes judiciously placed on the crest, the guns were
trained on vulnerable portions of the valley. Flank observers were placed on the
crest and by signals indicated to the gunners which bush to fire over. It is re
corded that the Burgundians were taken completely by surprise and suffered heavy
casualties. This is perhaps the first use of indirect fire but of course it was em
ployed merely to overcome a local difficulty and not as a regular practice.

00O00

It cannot be claimed that the longbow contributed towards the foundation of the
British Empire; but it may well have gone a long way towards discouraging other
countries and powers from attempting to add England to their empires.

00O000-—



THE PRO'S AND CON'S OF CONVENTIONS

Quite a lot has been recently said, and written, on Conventions, now some appro
priately authorative material has come to hand and is passed on for the benefit of
Newsletter readers. First, Derek Sharman of the Durham Wargames Group:-

"I would like to express the view of a large number of wargamers in this area
concerning the formation of a National Wargamers' Association. We feel that full in
volvement in such an organisation would be crippling to small clubs (I am here com
paring those in this area with the 100 and more member groups in the South, perhaps
meeting several times a week). Not only would their funds be unable to stand the
burden of the necessary travelling costs (as a result of participation in last year's
National Championships our Group and individual members paid a total of over ,C50.
May I add that this was not regretted, but could not be undertaken every year), but
the clubs' own activities would suffer due to the amount of involvement in organised
rounds of wargames, etc.

I come to the following conclusions:

a) Now that many groups have associated themselves with varied sets of rules,
a truly national set is impractical for many years yet. The alternative to this is
the forcing by several larger clubs of a set of rules on the others (a process which
is already taking place).

b) The wargamer is essentially an unsociable character outside his own circle
(I am now referring purely to his wargaraing activities!) and that the more competi
tive the hobby becomes, the more aggressive the wargamer will become and the LESS
ENJOYABLE THE HOBB Y WILL BE.

c) The more important aims of the hobby (viz: education both of children and
adults, the recreating of actual conditions as opposed to fighting over chess board-
like terrains with equal armies, and, MOST IMPORTANT, relaxation) are best carried •
out on a local level with the aid of FRIENDLY meetings between local clubs, and
occasional exhibitions and competitions for the benefit of wargamers and the general
public.

I am therefore now convinced that it is up to the smaller clubs to pull out of
the rat race before they are swallowed up by the "big boys" and before the hobby
becomes so organised and commercialised that much of the fundamental pleasure of
figure-painting, scenery making, research and finally pitting ones wits against a
FRIEND is lost."

Now we come to the first of two men who really have experience in the field of
organising Conventions - Dave Millward, of the Birmingham Wargames Group, who per
sonally organised the 1971 National Wargames Club Championship.

"a) There is in fact no National Association, it was merely necessary to set
this up in order to get a system of regions mini conventions set up in order to do
two things re the National one: firstly to cut out a lot of work for the organisers,
secondly to allow more time at the National event for activities other than the
National Championships.

b) What has happened is this - each areas clubs will get together and fight the
preliminary rounds amongst themselves so that each of 8 regions each puts in only 1
team. The winning team Captain appoints the next "National Secretary" so it will
not change matters re that apart from a name. The winning club will still run the
next one.

c) The club will continue to choose its own rules - this year only 1 Wargames
Research Group set of rules is being used.

d) The increased work in organising the Conventions comes simply because they
get bigger.

e) Does it really natter who wins or how in the National Championships as long
as it brings 600 wargamers together for a damned good weekend out as it did this
year? I shall not fight this year because of the unpleasantness involved in some
game but I think this cannot be avoided in a competition, there are always the H.P.
Cory's of this world and they are always prominent in competitions.



f) It is alright to call for "well trained umpires" but impossible to find them.

g) You cannot stop clubs putting more than one team in (this year Leicester had
five - but that is not why they won) they would simply split their clubs temporarily
and enter a N number of different clubs. We thought of it and then realised the
loophole.

The general impression we got after the Convention was that everyone enjoyed it
so as far as I am concerned it was a success - that is what it was for. If Leicester
io as well in their year then good luck to them, however they won!"

Finally, no less a person than Jack Mansfield, of the Canadian Army, and the
Xonvention-King of the New World.

"I have just finished my third Military Convention that I have organised, I have
attended others in such places as Lake Geneva, Wise, and Philadelphia U.S.A. over
the last two years. I will be attending the Philadelphia one coming up and am in the
midst of planning my fourth for May of this year.

In the last few issues of Wargamer's Newsletter, there has been some comment on
Conventions, both pro and con by several people. I wish to take this opportunity to
put to paper some of my thoughts on Conventions as well as laying down a guideline
as to how one can put on a good Convention.

The objectives of any Convention should be uppermost in my mind and that is not
as easy as it sounds. From what I gather, come people want to come to Conventions
with the sole purpose of competing, of find out who is "the best", of taking away the
"gold". I am against that. Even at best, one finds that the winner is really the
person who, as other articles have stated, adapts to the rules the fastest.

1'hus I put these three things as the main points to keep in mind. ONE - People
will come to find out what is new in the hobby. That is new games, new rules, new
kits, new books and what have you. TWO - He comes to meet to talk, both to and with
fellow enthusiasts. To meet the people he has read about, or heard about, or more
important to talk to fellow hobbyists who share his period or special interest.
THHBE - To compete for prizes. Now in my priorities, it is third and it does not
dominate my thinking.

Now to go over these in detail and to examine each one so that one can work the
best out of them and make a successful Convention.

Ni;.. II! i'H , HC33Y. Here the Convention Committee should make pains to make
dealers tables available. These are usually provided by the hall or hotel and the
committee can charge a fee to people wanting to sell item-:. Kay.be /5.00 a day. How
ever, other tables should be given away free to people or organisations that wish to
display military related items. Gun or medal collections. Displays of models and
such. Displays can be written up and they will attract people.

Next one should have a programme that allows clubs, individuals or even
businesses to display rules, types of games and other related items to the public.
This should bo part of the programme and isolated, either in a separate room or away
from distracting noises, i'his will allow the interested people to see a new type of
game, such as i.'J.vGA MIDDLE EARTH or IRELAND rules actually played. Written rules
become very clear when seen in action.

Thus with the promise of being able to buy kits, either old or new, all in one
place at one time, being able to see the latest rules and games being ;.layed at one
place at one time, will attract the public. It will attract a buying public. If
the dealers sell their merchandise they will return next year. It- will attract the
wargamer that wants to build up his army, that wants to learn rules, to add to his
own. It will got you these.

Next we have the people who meet to talk, about anything from the state of the
hobby to the price of models. We have the people who just want to play a game that
they have just bought or v;ish to show off some new troops they have with them. The
people who want to meet the editor of their favourite fanzine or the author of the
latest book on the hobby. Or maybe an authority on their favourite period. These
are the easiest people to satisfy and keep happy. For those who wish to sit and talk,
to fight a game or show off their books, then simply place several tables, from 8 ft
tables for lots of space to small 3 and k ft ones for them. Add chairs and people



will use them. For those who wish to talk to the notables, at the start of the
Convention, everyone is given a name tag and then introductions are made by having
the notables stand or raise their hands when called out. i'his makes him recognisable
and people can later go up to them and ask questions. Some of them like this and
some do not. Ask beforehand. Also as part of the- programme, Authorities can be
given time to talk or if more than one is around they can be gathered into panels
and answer questions from the floor for the interest of all.

Last we have cometitions. A quick game, such as Philadelphias Challenge Came,
that is available before the Convention, or Strategy and Tactics new NAPCL.GN'S AT
...'..' i.iLOO, will provide a game that can bo played within 1 to 1-g- hours per sitting.
Thus a 5 game straight knockout match will allow 32 people to play. 6 game would be
64 players, etc. This would provide the needed competition that many players need.
For team play you can have a limit to the number of players that represent such and
such a team or area and total up the points given for final standings and a team
prize can be given as well as individual leader ones.

Then therv is more to competition than ..'argaming. One can have competitions in
related fields such as standing- armies in miniatures as well as best 54mm single
figure. As many competitions the more entries and people that would show up. A
plastic ra-.del competition would land the IPMS upon you.

Now that is very basic, with luck and Don's permission, I would like to do
several articles on Conventions. Items such as layout, prices, where do I hold it,
where do i find this and that as well as answering questions that you may write me,
would well fill these pages in the issues ahe d.

In that regard, one point that has ccme up is ho.; to decide where to hoi.; next
year's Convention. My suggestion is to have the people who want it to bid for it.

At one time during the Convention, representatives of those interested, would
be allowed to put forward why their place should be allowed, then it uould be follow
ed by a ballot vote, the person with the most votes wins. This would make the Con
ventions better as each side would be trying to have a programme that was bigger and
better than the other, that would have the best prices and accommodation available.
This would certainly benefit the average gamer who would be the guy on the spot to
vote for next years place.

Now as this bidding ide.i will work, a few cries will be heard. What is to stop
it from being in the same place, year after year? What is to stop it from being
packed with friends from one area or not? ;'hin.s like that. First there is no
problem if this is a one day mini-Convention, or otherwise local Convention, because
it is not going to go anywhere anyway. However, if one wants to start a regional
Convention and c: 11 it such, i'he Midlands Regional or Cast Coast regional then one
should be prepared to have the location swing around. Again since it is a regional,
it will depend on the area. In a County regional when, the distance will not matter
or on the West Coast of the U.S., there they would do well to break it geographically.
One year it is San i-ransisco and below, the next year above, giving Scatlle, Van
couver and other places a chance. Which brings us to ..he National, believe it or not
one of the reasons that I started this.

If one is calling your Convention the British or North American Convention, then
one had better let it float around, just so the hobbyists can all have a chance to
attend one and to make sure that peace is kept in the household. Again, outside
bidding, the best way is to also have the Convention rotate from area to area. In
North America, this could be East, Mid-West (Chicago-Dallas) and West. Rotated every
year with a chance for everyone to get into the act. In England, it could go South,
London (there are so many clubs there), Mid, and Northern. Thus the bidding for the
South would be held during the Convention in the North.

How that is basics, very simple. i'he idea has been to put a few ideas up for
grabs and to offer some solutions. I am quite happy to answer further questions.
Questions may be sent to either this magazine or mine: SIGNAL, 2111-l4th St 3W No.5,
Calcary, Alberta, Canada.

A NORTH AMERICAN CAMPAIGN - Continued from Page 17.

Finally the Panzer-Lehr Tigers and Panthers roar into the city against stiff but
quickly weakening resistance as the Allied forces pull back across their river
barrier. The Germans are fighting hard to cross the river before nightfall, but the
opposite bank is solid with Allied tank muzzles. Finally the Germans decide they
have had enough for one afternoon, and at 5 P.m. the order for a "strategic retrogra-
tion- is given on both flanks, and the disheartened Nazi forces steal off into the
falling night. They are sure to return. (TO BE ClNTINUED)



COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

I. J. S. Fox

As you will probably have noticed I live in Belfast - at the present time a
very bitter city - and recently I was toying with the idea of attempting to repro
duce the situation on the table-top. I must stress here that "The situation" is not
a case of being shot at as soon as you poke your head round the door - it is very
localised, and where I live apart from army patrols and the odd explosion we have no
contact with the trouble.

Within these areas, however, the army are in continuouse danger, not knowing
when they will be attacked, or when a riot will develop.

But back to my original theme, that of reproducing this on a table-top. After
some thought I found it almost impossible to reproduce the situation when a soldier
hesitates with his finger on the trigger because the person throwing a nail bomb is
an 8-year old child; when a soldier shoots the man who has killed a companion but
when he reaches the spot the man's gun has been removed, and the soldiers are
accused of 'murdering' an innocent man.

<»part from all this I would not imagine that there would be much use in collect
ing figures to represent those who shoot men without cause, who place bombs meant
purely to kill and maim, and to disrupt the Government in Northern Ireland.

rfASGAMSS RSSSAaCH GROUP

Now preparing another reference book for Ancient bargainers. Heady at the end
of February - I'll : A.:MIEs AND i-;NEKI-;s OF IMP :jq„L KuME 150 BC to 600 AD.

Over 30 page.-?, an.; more than 120 major and many minor illustrations of troop
types, animals, engines, shield patterns .mil arms and equipment, with supporting
text, and also sections on Organisation, Tactics and short accounts of principal
battles of the period. Written by Phil Barker from original research and including
much information not before generally available. Price £1.75 post free in U.K.,
,46.00 surface mail paid to U.S.A.

Also, already a best seller in this field - ARMIES Or' Tip-. M^C'-ju i.lAN ,iiK; :U.IIC
•«••,;<.;, 350 to 150 BC. 60 pages and 80 illustrations - CI.30 U.K., #4.25 U.S./..

•iargames Rules - "Ancient 1,000 BC to 1,000 AD" - the 3rd Edition, now enlarged to
include results of much playing experience and latest research. Used in three suc
cessive National Conventions and also selected for 1972. Adopted by the Society of
Ancients as standard rules, and also by more and more Clubs. 70p UK, #2.50 U.S.A.

"1750 to 185O" - Covering not only Napoleonic period, but Wars of Liberation in
various parts of the world, and conflicts in India and Africa. ...uote from an Ameri
can user "Your 1750-1850 rules are really great for the Mexican Jars. Many classes
of troops to use." 'Why not get out of the Napoleonic rut - try these rules - 48p
U.K., #2.00 U.S.A.

"Infantry Action 1925 to 1975"• Platoon action, with possibility of using all
forms of support arms. Provision for Air Drops, Mine Warfare, Night action - its
all there. This is what Airfix Magazine review said - "This well thought out and
admittedly rather complicated book is a must for any wargamer who wants to add
greater realism to small scale infantry engagements ... Altogether this book should
provide hours of fascinating warg-.ming as it is one of the most realist set of rules
we have yet come across, allowing neither side more information than they would
actually have in any battle ..."

So, they are rather complicated - they are also logical, which means much less
argument and contradiction than the "throw a 6 - Bang you're dead" type of rules.

Also 48p U.K., #2.00 U.S.A. All prices cover 2nd Class mail in U.K., or Sur
face Kail (printed paper rate) U.S./..

Obtainable from the more enlightened Model or Bookshops, or direct from -

Wargames Research Group,

75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex, England.



DRILL:

RUSSIAN ADVANCE TOWaRjS THE NORTH-.,,^ST

FRONTIER OF BRITISH INDIA

(Continued)

by

Ted Herbert

Infantry travelled in column of fours (a battalion in this formation had 3
depth of 270 yards), column of half-sections (12-man front), or column of sections
(24-man front). When deploying into attack formation, at about 1500-2500 yards from
the enemy, two companies of the battalion would send forward a firing line in skir
mishing order, each company covering a front of about 200 yards; the r--st of the
company would remain in support about 400 yards behind the firing line. i'hc other
two companies of the battalion would form the reserve line 400 yards behina the
support'line. As the enemy was approached, the supports and reserves would rein
force the firing line until at 40 yards distance the merged battalion would charge
the enemy.

Cavalry squadrons were divided into 4 pelotons, normally each of 16 files. The
front of a squadron in line in double ran' was 60 yards and of a regiment of 6 squad
rons in line was 433 yards (including intervals equal to the front of a peloton be
tween squadrons). Other formations laid down in the Sussiah drill book were: line
of squadron columns at deploying intervals, column of squadrons at wheeling distance.
A cavalry regiment was instructed to attack in single line; larger bodies of cavalry
in 3 lines, against enemy infantry, the gallop began at 300 yards; against enemy
cavalry, the c-allop began at 300-400 yards and the final spurt at 150 yar.;s. Cavalry
covered 86 yards per minute at the walk, 230 yards at the trot, and 310 yards at the
gallop. Along a road, the cavalry travelled in columns of threes or sixes; a
Cossack regiment and its train in column of throes had a depth of 1033 yards and in
column of sixes 660 yards. Cossack cavalry had a special attack formation called a
"Lava". A regiment of 6 squadrons would form 2 "Lavas", the first consisting of 3
squadrons (sotnias) in line or column and the second of 2 squadrons in echelon with
the last squadron in close order and in reserve. Half of each attacking squadron
-..-ould be extended in single rank to draw fire with the other half 250 yards to the
rear in a second wave. i'he squadron would trot to within 125 yards of the enemy and
then charge. Cavalry would dismount only in exceptional circumstances; in each
squadron, -3 of the men of 3 pelotons would dismount and form a firing line of about
80 yards front. i'he remaining peloton would remain mounted to act as cavalry if the
firing line •.-.•as threatened.

A battery of 8 guns had a front of 167 yards at full intervals, 75 yards at
half intervals, and 37 yards at close intervals. A battery in column of route had a
depth of 530-620 yards with its first line train, depending on the type of gun. Ex
treme range for heavy artillery was 5,250 yards, 7,000 yards for light or horse
artillery, and 3,500 yards for mountain artillery. However, effective ranges were
considered to be 2,600-2,850 (long), 1,900-2,200 (medium, common shell and shrapnel),
and 880-1,100 yards (short, common shell only). Between 7^:0 and 1,200 rounds were
carried per battery, according to type.

In close order, the Russian infantry formed up in double rank, with the rear
rank one pace behind the front rank. A company of 100 files (200 men) would have a
front of about 70 yards. The rifle mainly used was the Berdan single-shot breech
loader, pattern 1871 ; this was sighted to 1,250 yards but firing was generally not
opened until 800 yards. Each infantryman ca ried S'i rounds, with a further 48
rounds per man in the regimental transport. The bayonet was always carried fixed.
Officers and sergeant-majors were armed with a sword and a revolver (150 yards point-
blank range, 12 rounds per man). A'he Berdan carbine carried by Cossack cavalry was
sighted to 930 yards.

TACTICS FOR COLONIAL WARF.-.RE:

The Russians adopted special tactics for warfare against irregular tribesmen
and these will come into play should, say, a Turkoman revolt develop in the rear of
t'ae Russian positions or the Pathans of the i.orth-West Frontier not be influenced by
Russian bribes and begin to conduct guerilla warfare against the invaders. Firstly,
it was necessar. for the Russians to protect their baggage train, which was usually
extensive; the advance on Khiva in 1874 required 8,800 camels for 5,500 men. A force
in hostile country would bivouac in square formation in a laager or zariba, with the



guns in the centre of the sides, and Cossack outposts would be thrown out to give
warning of attacks. On the march, the baggage train would be protected to the front,
flank and rear and the column would form square if attacked. An advance guard of up
to 5 of the strength of the main body would travel -5-1 mile ahead. Generally, the
mounted men remained outside a square. General Skobeleff, who commanded the troops
that stormed Geok Tepe in 1881, had several Maxims for Colonial warfare (he also had
some Gatling guns); he believed in close, mobile, and pliable formations which could
defeat irregulars by careful well-aimed volley fire and by the bayonet - he thought
the column attack was always terrifying to tribesmen; he stated that the main princi
ple of Asiatic warfare was to preserve close formation; he ordered his cavalry not to
enter into combat with the Turkoman cavalry or camelry unless the enemy was in an un
favourable situation and he regarded pursuit of retreating cavalry as useless since
it broke up his tactical formation; he laid stress on independent action by individu
al infantry companies and counted his forces in terms of companies rather than batta
lions; and finally his main consideration was never to make war in "small packets"
against tribesmen - it was essential to strike decisively and never to show signs of
wavering.

UNIFORM DETAIL;

The basic Russian uniform of this period consisted of a dark green tunic and
dark green trousers tucked into black leather boots. A flat dark green cap without
peak was worn for service dress but some of the Cossacks wore their typical fur hat.
In hot weather, the regular troops wore a white linen blouse with coloured shoulder
straps to indicate their unit and a white linen cover over their cap. In Turkestan
and Transcaspia, leather breeches, dyed a reddish colour, were worn in the field and
at manoeuvres.

A private of the 4th Turkestan Rifle Battalion in 189O (fig.1) wore a double-
breasted dark green tunic, fastened by hooks, green trousers without a stripe down
the seams, a dark brown leather belt, and a dark green cap. The cap had crimson pip
ing and the shoulder straps were also crimson, with yellow insignia. The greatcoat
was of grey homespun with crimson shouldered straps and green collar patches. Gunners
had scarlet piping on the collar, a black cap band with scarlet piping, and scarlet
shoulder straps with yellow insignia, and carried a sword and revolver; the greatcoat
had black collar patches witn scarlet piping and scarlet shoulder straps. Turkestan
Frontier Battalions had light blue shoulder straps and scarlet collar patches on both
the tunic and greatcoat, and a scarlet cap band. Local troops had green shoulder
straps, scarlet piping on the cap, and no collar patch (but there was a green patch
on the greatcoat). Infantry NCOs were distinguished by stripes of yellow or white
braid across the shoulder straps whilst officers had longitudinal stripes.

A Cossack of the 5th Orenburg Regiment in 1890 (fig.2) also wore a dark green
tunic and trousers (the latter had a yellow stripe down the seams), a blue cap band
with yellow piping, and blue shoulder straps with yellow piping. He carried a Berdan
carbine and a sword. The Ural Cossacks were dressed in blue, had crimson piping on
the cap, and crimson shoulder straps and trouser stripes. The Astrakhan Cossacks
were also dressed in blue but had yellow piping on the cap, and yellow shoulder straps
and trouser stripes. The front ranks in Ural and Astrakhan Cossack regiments carried
9-foot lances. The greatcoat was carried in front of the saddle and the blanket be
hind, together with a mess-tin and hay-net. In hot weather, the Cossacks in Turkes
tan wore a frock of grey camel-hair cloth with shoulder straps of the regulation
colour. The Kuban Cossacks in Transcaspia wore their national costume of a long dark
brown coat, scarlet waistcoat and dark trousers; the only concession to military re
quirements was the addition of scarlet shoulder straps to the coat. The flamboyant
Don Cossacks of the Tsar's Bodyguard wore red tunics and trousers.

Figures used for rifle battalions should, to be authentic, be smaller than those
used for Guard and Grenadier units: the minimum height qualification for the Guard was
5' 6-J"; for Grenadier regiments 5' 4-J"; and for the Rifles 51 1-J".

STANDARDS:

Each infantry battalion (including Rifles) had a colour 50" square, carried on
a pike or staff 9 ft long. The field of the colour was traversed by a St. George's
cross (yellow for Guard and white for other units); the squares thus left at the
angles were alternately black and white and were bordered by a narrow orange edging,
except for the Guard. The centre of the cross was orange and contained a wreath of
laurel leaves embroidered in gold. In each corner of the colour, there was a patch
about 8-2-" square with the Tsar's cypher. The colour of the patches was the same as



that of the facings for Line or Guard infantry, crimson for Rifles and Light blue for
Frontier units.

Each Cossack Regiment carried a Standard of the same colour as the body of the
regimental shoulder straps, with the initial letter or number of the regiment in the
centre (in red if main colour was yellow or dark green and in yellow if main colour
was crimson, scarlet or blue). In addition, each squadron carried a burgee-shaped
guidon, with the upper half the same colour as the regimental shoulder straps and the
lower half scarlet for the first squadron, blue for the second, white for the third,
dark green for the fourth, yellow for the fifth and cinnamon brown for the sixth.

This ends the description of the Turkestan forces of the 1880s and the Russian
Bear of the White Tsar is all set to twist the tail of the British Lion.

REFERENCES:

1. Handbook of the Russian Troops in Asia, Major J.W.Murray, War Office, 1890,
in Tracts relating to Military affairs 1888-1891.

2. Handbook of the Russian Army, Major J.W.Murray, War Office, 1889.
3- The Armed Strength of Russia, War Office, 1882.
4. Russian Advances in Asia, War Office, 1873.
5. Confrontation in Central Asia 1885, R.A.Mohl, History Today, 1969, XIX,
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From the Squadron Shop Inc., 235OO John R., Hazel Park, Michigan 48030, U.S.A.
I have received the first two issues of their SIGNAL Publications. One is called
Armor Number 1 "Panzer III in Action" and the other is called Aircraft No. One
"Luftwaffe in Action". Each 11" by 8" and containing 48 pages they are packed with
photographs of tanks and aircraft respectively. Many of these illustrations are
completely original and show views of tanks and aircraft which are of the greatest
value to model makers and wargamers.

A. A. JOHNSTON - MUsh* &i-13>*Jr
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

— in addition to all Don Featherstone's excellent titles, we stock virtually
every title obtainable for Wargamer and Military History enthusiasts. Below
are a few of particular interest, price includes post:

MODEL SOLDIERS: A Basic Guide to Painting, Animating and Converting by P.B1
(New English edition due any day). Stiff paper covers 80p. Hardbound £1.40p.
Publishers are now doing much for bargainers., the following titles have all been
produced with them in mind:

UNIFORMS OF MARLBOROUGH'S WARS by A.Kipling. Illstd. inc.colour. £1.32p.
Knight's Battles for Wargamers (3 titles £1 ea.) SARATOGA 1777; BORODINO 1812:
and FIRST BULL RUN 1861. '

Osprey Men-at-Arms Series (4 titles £1.32 ea.) all prof.illstd.inc. colour.
THE BLACK WATCH; THE STONEWALL BRIGADE; FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION;- and FOOT
GRENADIERS OF THE IMPERIAL GUARD.
MINIATURE LANDSCAPE MODELLING by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. 70p
MINIATURE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION by J.H.Ahern. Illustrated. 71n.
PLASTIC SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT Assembling, Detailing, Converting by W.R.Matthews..
Hardbound, prof, illustrated including colour. fil.70p.
NARROW GAUGE MODEL RAILWAYS by M.Andress. Prof.illstd. (Particularly useful
for modelling terrain, etc). Hardbound. £1.60p.
Almark's excellent range, all prof.illstd. inc. colour, essential for colour
reference. REGIMENTS AT WATERLOO - £1.85p; INDIAN CAVALRY REGIMENTS 1880-1914
Tof?* 5H BRITISH INFANTRY COLOURS - £1.60p; BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-
1914 -£1.45p; GERMAN INFANTRY 1914-1918 -£1.60p; WAFFEN SS Its Uniforms,'
Insignia and Equipment 1938-1945 - £2.36p; BRITISH MILITARY MARKINGS 1939-45 -.
fi;???' WEHHMACHT DIVISIONAL SIGNS 1938-19<*5 -C1.75PI FRENCH NAPOLEONIC .
JSLS -fh6°P! AFRICAN CIVIL WAR INFANTRY -£1.45p; GERMAN ARTILLERY
TANlS I939I1U5 ?£i?fo^ C0MBAT UNIF-0RMS 1939-1945 -£1.35p; SOVIET COMBAT
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY*The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo -R.K.Riehn.
illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - £1.38p
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 - R.K.Riehn. Uniform colour guide
companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.

ALL THESE AND MANY MORE - SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE LISTS.

urn.



30mm FIGURES

FOR WARGAMES AND DIORAMAS

BY CHAS. C. STADDEN

This range is universally recognised as the finest sculpted range
of figures in this scale. Ideal for making dioramas or for the
more exacting wargamers, these top quality Stadden 30mm
figures are the cheapest available. This ever-expanding range
covers the Seven Years War, American War of-Independence
Napoleonic Wars, Crimean War, Zulu War, North-West
Frontier, First and Second World Wars and many other
periods are in preparation. The range includes foot and
mounted figures. Available unpainted only.

By streamlining our productionweare nowable to offer
these figures at vastly reduced prices.

INFANTRY FIGURES - 10p each

MUSICIANS, OFFICERS, etc - 20p each

MOUNTED FIGURES - 60p each

TRADITION . 188 PICCADILLY . LONDON W.l.
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"We do not have many wargamers in my immediate locality and therefore I have
striven ardently to recruit members to the hobby. As you have, no doubt, experienced,
I am regarded as slightly mad to be "playing with toy soldiers" at my age. However,
finally success came, my worst critic wanted to know more, so what better start than
to pass on a Wargamer's Newsletter.

I, without first reading it myself, loaned him the :.ovember issue (Ko.116). The
net result was the he has not stopped laughing since. I refer to the Battle ,:eport
of the Month. Firstly, I have lost a convert to our hobby, secondly, 1 object to
paying good money for absolute rubbish such as in this isrue. I was under the im
pression that you yourself were of a like mind. I refer to your editorial in News
letter No.92.

So, please, if we are to get our hobby accepted as above games such as Ludo then
this sort of article should not even be considered by the editor."

F.E.Beer of Potters Sar.

coOoo

"We most definitely subscribe to your opinion of some form of standardisation
of figure sizes, the items at present on the market must be a source of great con
fusion to nu.ny collectors. It has never been clear to us where the alleged 'standaru'
sizes of 20mm, 25mm, 30mm and 54mm came from, or why! For our own part wo try to
ensure that the figures we produce are in accordance with the stated sir.es."

B.L.Marlow of Les Higgins Miniatures.

00O00

"The old story, 1 was no sooner settled down and getting into the s.ing of
things again when I get transferred to the other end of the Island. Still all is
not lost - at least I know one person here who collects model soldiers - Historex,
etc - maybe I can convert him. And maybe living in a small town (ca 15,000) I'll
have more time for ray troops."

Jim Gandy of Tasmania, Australia.

00O00

"As you have seen 1 ordered your 'Wargames Terrain' booklet. I am hoping this
will cover design and fitting of a wargames room. If not could you or anybody with
a practical mind connected with the magazine give me any information regarding the
design and fitting of a wargames room such as names of books or an address I could
write to.

The room I hc.ve available is 9' x 9' and ten foot high. I would like to have a
8' x 5' table like yourself, but this seems to be impractical for it would leave room
for little else.

As I am a beginner in the hobby and lack the necessary knowledge I would appre
ciate your help on this matter."

R. Kitchener, 74 Stoneyard Lane, Poplar, London E14.

BRING- NEW REALISM AND SKILL To You% &AMES

with oua nevj

NfWOL-EoNlC

\A/AR&f\mE RULES
(P/lOFESSIOHALLy p/llUTED AND B°Wp)

SPECIAL FEf\TUMS INCLUDE DETAILS OP ORG-AHISATIO MS

AND FORMATIONS FOR THE HAToR coMBATA/vTf

SOp (post free)
S-&3". REEP 48 Milford Court, Brighton Road, Lancing,

Sussex.
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THE ASSAULT ON TORRELANO

by

A.J.Mitchell

A fabricated Peninsula-type Solo Wargame (I cannot recall up to now seeing a Battle
Report of a solo game and I have tried to indicate how it was played in some detail -
I enjoyed it immensely and never for one moment felt that the result was a foregone
conclusion. Brilliant and overwhelming victories in this type of game are of course
rare, the battles usually being of the hard slog variety. Once a resonable situation
has been set up a great deal can be left to chance. My Wife still asks me "Who is
winning?").

Wargame Table 10' x 4'. Ground scale 1/600. 1 figure = 50 men.
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Situation:

A combined British and Spanish force advancing from the South-West, South and
South-East is to assault the French-held Spanish town of Torrelano standing at the
confluence of the Maja and Mina rivers. A single main road runs nothwards from the
town and is the supply route of the French Army. (See Map 1).

Forces:

The total forces on either side are approximately equal.

French - 4 Infantry Divisions (each of 8 Infantry Bns and 1 Cavalry Regt).
1 Cavalry Division of 8 Regiments (4 heavy and 4 Light).
8 Batteries of Field Artillery.
2 Batteries of Howitzers.
2 Batteries of Horse Artillery.
1 Company of Sapeurs.

British - 3 Infantry Divisions of 9 Bns each.
Heavy Cavalry Brigade of J Regiments.
Light Cavalry -Brigade of 3 Regiments.
1 Regiment of "ousehold Cavalry and 1 Regiment of Brunswick Hussars

in reserve.

6 Batteries of Field Artillery.
2 Batteries of Heavy Siege Howitzers.
2 Batteries of ^orse Artillery.
1 Company of Engineers.

Spanish - 1 Division of 8 Infantry Bns and 5 Cavalry Regiments.
2 Batteries of Field Artillery.

Of the above the French have two Bns of Light Infantry per Division, the British
have two Light Brigades (of high morale rating). The French 1?th Division are elite
veterans with a high morale rating. ,J-'he British have one Brigade of Guards also of
high morale rating. The remaining forces on both sides are of moderate morale with
the exception of the Spanish troops who are below average.

Preliminary Moves:

First of all in the character of Marshal Soult I disposed of the French forces
in the best defensive position I could devise, (See Map 1) bearing in mind the
options open to Wellington.

Briefly 15th Division on the right were to defend the ford with one Bn of Light
Infantry and one Cavalry Regiment on the far side of the Maja watching for a possible
bridging operation further south. One Infantry Brigade was to be held in reserve
lining the hedge until the British plans became clear. 16th Division were to garrison
the main buildings in the town including the West gate and adjoining houses. The two
Light Bns were to guard the north bank of the Mina as far as the East Bridge. The
Cavalry Regiment was to scout on the southern bank. One battery of Howitzers was
sited in the main square with an observation officer in the tower above the East gate
The other battery was to be entrenched by the Sapeurs in the bend of the Mina south
of the East gate. 17th Division formed up in column were to be held in reserve by
the North-East corner of the old town wall. 18th Division was to line the bank of
the Mina from the East bridge North-Eastwards. 19th Cavalry Division together with
the Horse Artillery were to be held to the North of the town on the Main Road - for
possible use on either flank if the opportunity arose.

I now changed hats and in the character of Wellington drew up three separate
plans with written orders for the first three moves in each case. They were -

(a) An all-out effort on the British left storming across the ford and bridging
the river further south, while keeping up a steady pressure on the centre
and ri7ht.

(b) A demonstration Left and Centre while two British and one Spanish Division
smashed through on the British right across the Mina.

(c) Demonstrations only on the Left and Right while heavy assaults by three
British Divisions crossed the West "ridge and a pontoon to be laid in the
loop of the river between the Bridge and the West Gate, plus a crossing of
the Mina between its confluence with the Maja and the East Bridge.
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A dice throw decided Wellington on plan (c). The leather Card was now drawn in

dicating a moderate south-westerly wind and heavy rain. Units firing into the wind
suffered a 10,. loss of accuracy. Cavalry and artillery were cut down to half-moves
except on roads and any attempt to lay a pontoon over the swollen Maja was out. It
could only be crossed at the Ford or the bridge. The Mina was fordable at a half-
move with attack bonus lost except for Light Infantry.

Incident Cards were to be drawn at the commencement of moves 2, 4, 6, etc. t'.ajor
deviations from original plans had to be decided by reference to a set of Situation
Cards each containing at least two valid options.

Allied dispositions:

These were now made in accordance with the previously written plans except that
as no bridging operations could take place the Engineers were detailed to accompany
the assaulting troops with a view to blowing breaches in the walls of garrisoned
houses in due- course. rfith the Maja in full spate if Soults Sapeurs could lay
charges under the .vest Bridge and blow it if the West Gate position fell the British
plan would be thrown into confusion. The Situation Card decision was that they
should entrench the Howitzer Battery as ordered and then move to the bridge and pre
pare it for demolition.

On Wellington's left the two Brigades of Cavalry with the Horse Artillery and
the Light Infantry Brigade from 1st Division were to demonstrate strongly in the
direction of the ford. The remainder of 1st Division, one Guards 3rigade and one
Highland brigade were after a preliminary bombardment by Siege and Field guns to
force the ..'est Gate and attempt to cross the bridge. They were to be supported by
2nd Division, one Brigade of which was to push into the loop of the river enfilading
the French right. The Second Brigade was to follow 1st Division into the town, push
ing up the Main Road while the third "rigade was to line the southern bank of the Maja
as far as the confluence to give supporting fire. 3rd Division with its Light
Srigade leading was to force the Mina from the confluence to the East Bridge. The
Spanish Jivision had orders to demonstrate strongly towards the Mina above the East
Bridge in order to draw in French Reserves, but not to attempt a crossing. (See Map
1).

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

THE AMERICAN

SCENE
by

Newell Chamberlin

I hove the November 1971 Newsletter at hand, and I must reply to R.W.Dickenson's
column, "The American Scene". I think both »-»r. Dickenson and I both forget that the
United States is a rather large nation and that when he writes of the popularity of
20-25mm figures in the Chicago area, he is not correct re the scale of figures used
in St. Louis, some 360 miles to the South. At the same time, I based my comments
upon experience with wargamers and collectors (he is correct in assuming that I pro
bably am in error in lumping both categories together) in a wider sampling. Right
now Mr. Dickenson is probably correct in his assumption re scale because the smaller
figures are less expensive and seem to be more available from some suppliers. The
difference between some 25mm and 30mm castings is really not that great and I suspect
that both scales are used rather interchangeably. Personally, I am a purist and
stick to the 30mm scale (which is about as small as my old and tired eyes can paint
these daysi).

Speaking only for the local (St. Louis, Missouri) area, I would agree that the
board games are not as popular with wargamers as the games using actual figures. Many
of the board games are played by people who are not figures collectors or wargamers
in the true sense of the term as used by the Newsletter.

There can be no doubt that Napoleonic period games are the most popular in the
States, although in St. Louis British Colonial (or French late 19th century as well)
games and World War II tank battles are by far the most popular. I, myself, deal
only with the British Colonial and with set games (solo or with my son) of the
Condottieri period, using Elastolin 40mm plasties, repainted to a large extent. I am
somewhat of a "loner" in wargaming; in fact, I think my friend, Don Featherstone,
wouldn't call me a wargamer at alii

00O00
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LIKE A BREATH OF FRESH AIR

by

Bob O'Brien

That was the first thought that came to me after reading two recent contribu
tions to Wargamer's Newsletter. First Robert P. Cory in the December '71 issue -
"In Defence of Rules and Rulesmen!" and "Anglophilia" by D.S.Clark in the January
'72 magazine.

Taking Mr. Cory's article first, it is good to see someone putting in print the
fact that he actually likes to use his brains! I suspect that there are rather more
wargamers of his sort than one imagines from reading the pages of the Newsletter.
However, reading some contributions one wonders whether their thinking has not been
more influenced by the martial poets and patriotic historians than a considered
appreciation of the forces and conditions of the time. That regiment of Hussars may
look very romantic and pretty, but use them at the wrong time or in the wrong place
under either the Research Group or the Reed rules and you have a broken unit in no
time at all. Of course rules must be studied, tiiis is the only way loopholes and
nonsenses can be brought to li;-ht - we have welcomed wargamers with keen minds and a
desire to win using our rules - this is the only way to show up any shortcomings,
which can then be corrected in later versions. Rules should also have a basis of
logic, with performance of men and units based on the norm, not assuming each man is
a hero and genius rolled into one.

As for the Editors comment on "relaxation rather than triumph", wargaming is
competitive, and would lose all interest without the urge to win, within the rules.
One would soon get tired of an opponent at any other game, who did not bother to
study the rules, and, in short did not "give you a good game" so why is wargaming
different? Using ones brains to the limit of their capacity to try to out think oneg
opponent, to try to get him off balance, using logical rules to get logical results,
can be, and I am sure is, relaxing to many people - and is also "fun". If one wants
fun alone, then Bingo perhaps? As for complicated rules, you should see the 14/16
year olds at our worthing Group shaping up for an .-indent game and sparring for
position like a couple of Roman aspirants for the Purple who know that the penalty
for failure is permanent!

Mr. Clark's article needs less comment, he has put into print something I have
believed for a long time, and is I am sure echoed by many who have taken the trouble
to properly study the accounts of Napoleonic battles. One other thing that affected
the British troops performance in the Peninsular was that Wellington also did every
thing in his power to ensure that the troops under his command were properly provi
sioned and equipped. Let us hope that we will see the end of rules that give this
"superman" quality to the British "apoleonic troops - it does them a disservice, in
fact, and ignores Wellington's appreciation and use of terrain.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS WARGAMES SOCIETY

OPE N MEETING

ON SUNDAY, APRIL 16th, 1972, FROM 11 a.m. AT KING CHARLES'S HALL, WARWICK

PARK, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

FEATURES INCLUDE - Bring-and-Buy Stall, Trade Stands, AFV and Uniform
recognition competitions, a wargame challenge champion
ship for under 15s (entry on the spot), open wargames,
demonstrations, Club Stands and competitions for war-
games figures and vehicles, and for 54mm figures.
Trophies and other prizes. Refreshments available.

ALL UARGAMEHS AND MILITARY MODELLERS WELCOME - Entrace 15p at the door or 10p
if booked in advance (covers entry to competitions, challenge wargames, etc). All
bookings and requests for Club or Trade Stands, etc., tor-

George Gush (Secretary, T.W.W.S.),
154d Upper Grosvenor Road,

Tunbridge Wells,

Kent. (Tel: Tunbridge Wells 26833).
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A NORTH AM .RICAN CAMPAIGN' (Continued)

by

Bob Stone

SECOND BATTLE OF TRENTON

June 7th 194? - Morning and Afternoon

The Allies are now strongly entrenched in and around the city of Trenton, New
Jersey, in preparation for stopping Panzer-Lehr-Division and units of the 13th SS
Panzer Division "Nord Amerika".

The Allies have placed their armour and infantry in the streets and alleys of
the city in order to try to draw the Germans into another costly street battle, as
they did in the battle for New York City. They have also amassed large numbers of
self-propelled and towed artillery behind the town in hopes of pinning down and des
troying the German armour.

The following units comprise the garrison at Trenton:

5th Tank Regiment (U.S.)—h Firefly's, 10 MljAli, 2 Mil (105mmJ, 1 M36B1
20th Guards Tank Company (U.S.S.R.J—1 T3h/76, 2 T34/85, 3 <JS III
6th Royal Tank Regiment ^G.B.)—6 Centurion II, b, Churchill VII, 1 Black Prince
276th Scout Platoon (G.B. & U.S.)—1 M8, 1 Daimler Mk II, 1 Bomber
17th Self-Propelled Artillery Company (U.S.J—lh MhO
12th Field Medical Unit (Canadian)—1 rord 3 ton ambulance, 1 Jeep
75"th Tank Recovery Unit (G.B.J—1 Scammell Tank Transporter, 1 Jeep
Garrison Command (U.S.)—1 Dodge weapons carrier, 1 Dclgc ralic truck, 3 Jeeps, 2 Indian

motorcycles
Unified Artillery Command (U.S.;—1 Dodge weapons carrier, 2 Jeeps, 2 Indian motorcycles
3rd Company, 10th Infantry Rogt. (Canadian;—1 VQ, h Rams, 1 D.U.K.W.
32nd I-ledium/Heavy Artillery (Australian)—3 25pdr, 2 105mm, 1 6pdr, 2 155mm "Long Toms",

1 8" howitzer, 2 120mm AA guns, 11 tow vehicles
Re-ammunitioning Unit—2 Jeeps & trailers

The Germans have decided to mate the battle-seasoned troops of the Panzer-Lehr-
Division with the untried but magnificently equipped units of the 13th S3 Panzer
Division "Nord Amerika" in hopes of at last breaking out of the iron ring that the
Allies seem to have forged from Connecticut to New Jersey. German Panzer commanders
are frustrated with street fighting and want to run wild to the dazzling industrial
prizes of the North-East United States. The Wehrmacht is anxious to restore fluidity
to the land war, starting with Trenton's destruction. The Axis forces are lined up
as follows:

Panzer-Lehr-Division

1st Heavy Tank Platoon "Panzer-Lehr" (2 Tiger II, 1 Tiger I)
3rd Medium Tank Company "Panzer-Lehr" (10 Panther G)
nth Medium Tank Company "Panzer-Lehr" (6 PzKpfw IV H)
7th SP Tank-Hunting Company "Panzer-Lehr" (2 Grille, 2 Sturmgeshutz III, 1 JgdPz IV)
13th Sturm Platoon "Panzer-Lehr" (2 Sturm Panzer IV, 1 Panzer HI with 150mm I.G.)
30th Strassenpanzer Zug (1 SdKfz 23UA, 1 SdKfz 233, SdKfz 23h/l)
15th Nebelwerfer Artillerie Detachment (1 SdKfz 11 towing 150mm Nebelwerfer, 2 sWS with

150mm Nebelwerfer)
5th Panzorgrenadier Company "Panzer-Lehr" (l SdKfz 250/9, k SdKfz ll)
9th Panzer Jager ( l-128ram, l-00mm, 3-105mm, 1 PaK 38, 1 PaK b.0 plus to-;ing vehicles)
Tank Recovery Unit (1 BergePanther)
10th FlaKPanzer Unit (1 Klugelblitz, 1 0stwind)
Divisional Headquarters, Panzer-Lehr-Division (1 radio °pel "Blitz", 1 VW Schwimmwagen,

2 Type 82 Kubelwagen, 1 Opel fuel wagon,
2 BMW R75 motorcycles)

Artellerie Headauarters, Panzer-Lehr-Division (1 radio Opel Blitz, 1 VW Schwimm;agen,
1 Type 82 Kub*lwagen, 1 BMW R75 motorcycle)

Re-ammunitioning Unit(2r3WS, 1 Horch)
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(Units of) 13th SS Panzer Division "Nord Amerika"

1st Heavy Tank Detachment (2 Tiger II)
1st Medium Tank Company (10 Panther G)
7th JgdPz. Platoon (2 Nashorn, 2 Hetzer)
10th Nebelwerfer Artillerie Detachment (6 sWS with 150mm Nebelwerfer)
3rd Panzergrenadier Pi.atoon ( 1 SdKfz 251/9, 3 SdKfz 25"l/D
5th Support Artillerie Platoon (2-75mm L.I.G., 1 FlaK 38, l-120mm Mortar plus towing

vehicles)
18th Strassenpanzer Zug (6 SdKfz 23h/2)
Tank Recovery Detachment (l Bergepanzer Tiger I)
7th Pioneer Platoon (l H0rch truck with mobile bridge)

The attack on Trenton begins at dawn, when the defenders of the unbowed city
awake to see the horizon alive with the crawling shapes of German tanks, self-
propelled guns, and infantry carriers. The spell-binding effect of this mass of
armoured strength soon loses its power on the Allies troops as the first ranging
shots of the artillery explode ahead of the leading Axis reconnaisance vehicles and
Allied tankers pull their charges into pre-designated hiding places to present the
minimum of targets to the enemy.

Far ahead of the slower armoured vehicles, the German light reconnaisance motor
cycles and Volkswagens probe the Allied front to try and draw enemy fire in order to
call down their counter-battery fire.

Suddenly the leading Axis vehicles are enveloped in a haze of exploding earth as
the 155mm guns of the American M40's get their range. As the haze clears it is re
placed with the fire and smoke of about half the German artillery scout force's des
troyed vehicles. Needless to say, the Germans are stunned again by the violence of
the Allied artillery, but they still press on. Even though they come closer and
closer to Trenton with every passing minute, the reconnaisance vehicles can find no
targets for their vengeful cannon. And as they advance their numbers dwindle, smash
ed by an enemy who evidently knows their purpose.

Steadily the Panzers advance; the Panzer-Lehr tanks on the left, the SS tanks on
the right. The Allied tanks wait impatiently in their places of concealment, anxious

ly hoping for their action orders. As they close in on Trenton, the Axis tanks
"button-up", ready for the first encourter with their Allied counterparts.

The leading Panthers of Panzer-Lehr espy a target - a Firefly which is not quite
hidden in its lair. Ten deadly 75mm muzzles traverse and lock onto the first victim.
The deafening crash of the Panther guns intermingles with the squeek and rattle of
tank tracks, and the far-off Firefly bursts into flame. The Panthers accelerate,
confident that the destruction of one of their number will at last bring out the
Allied tanks. Instead a screaming artillery salvo blossoms in their midst. The
swearing survivors damn their artillery - where was the counter-battery fire?

For the Allies this battle had so far been "a piece of cake", consisting merely
of picking off the Axis vehicles as they came into range. The explosion of the un
fortunate Firefly shakes their composure, and increases the tension in the turrets of
the Allied vehicles.

In the race for the city limits, the SS units are in the lead, closing to the
right flank of the defences. At last the Allied armour receives its orders and the
tanks and armoured cars pour out into the streets of Trenton. The Axis tanks sudden
ly find a proliferation of targets, and firing is intense and inaccurate on both
sides.

The Panzer-Lehr tanks find a surfaced road leading into town, and this aids them
greatly in escaping the Allied artillery, which will lose its advantage once the enemy
is in the town proper. Even though losses have been heaviest on the Axis side, as
the tanks come to grips the Allies find themselves losing tanks quickly to German gun
fire. The American engineer troops wire a bridge leading into the town - just in
case. The main action centred on the right flank, where the tanks of the 13th SS
Panzer Division are making considerable progress against British and American armour,
although with the usual heavy losses. "C0NTINUED 0N PAGE ^F
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MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY

CONVERSIONS FROM AIRFIX

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY

by

Peter FairclouRh

Lancers out of Airfix French Waterloo Cavalry.
It may have occurred to someone before, but by cutt
ing off the top part of the eagle bearers staff, and
inserting point downwards into his hand a long pin,
or a small steel needle, you get a lance which can,
for safety's sake, bo easily taken out. When needed
it can be stuck back again.

Th

concern

cuirass

to have

Case 1

where

>A

Cl.cv.m-U.ier

de Ligna 1811

is is just an idea, until Airfix bring out their own lancers. I am not too
ed about the rest of the figure which is still, of course, basically a
ier. I am in the process of buying enough boxes of these cavalry to be able
two squadrons of 25 lancers each, i.e. 5° boxes or so.

ooOoo

VALUE FOR MONEY

by S.J.Douglas

I was interested to read D.S.Clark's 3attle Report on a Zulu War Battle using
the rules he had described at length in earlier issues of the Newsletter. Its re
sults completely justified my opinion of Mr. Clark's article and his description of
the battle faithfully followed the course I predicted, which is the inevitable con
clusion of any battle fought under the type of rules he describes, although Mr.
Clark has obviously spent much time reading Morris's book "The ..'ashing of the Spears"
he evidently had misunderstood the tactical engagements of the War.

Although he wrote several parses on the War, he failed to present any real opin
ion or new concept and all his article basically consisted .of was a precis of facts
from "i'he Washing of the Spears", accompanied by a simple set of rules. Not, I
hasten to add that I dislike simple rules, in fact my own rules have a basically
simple structure. What is important is that D.B.Clark's particular set of rules fell
into all the old traps of writing rules for Colonial wargames.

In essence U.S.Clark's rules say what can concisely be expressed in two formulae:

Case 2

£=r
<r*"

./vfisAV •

^- ^.c^v^iv,vj\(\ ^

K-
^4

to nB a BV

nZ is the number of Zulus
nB " " " " British.

3V " a British victory.

where

+ M to nB = ZV

ZV is a Zulu victory.
M " the vital marginal
number of extra Zulus re

quired to overcome the
(accurately estimable volume
& accuracy) firepower of nB,
the nunber of British troops.

These formulae are the basis of all rules that I have encountered (except mine)
for the Zulu War and are responsible for hours of boring wargaming. I consider the
following sentences to be far more significant than anything so far written by D.B.
Clark on the subject of the Zulu War.

and
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1) "During actions in the Zulu War the British would always win, provided that
they did not over extend their front, remained tactically on the defensive and at
all times ensure that they had an adequate field of fire."

2) "The Zulu's most important weapon was not the assegai or the rifle - but
surprise."

3) "The most effective deterrent to a Zulu attack was not volume of fire, but
accuracy of the fire delivered." (Remember, in a broad tactical situation it is
possible to limit your front to the forces available, and this is what should be
done).

These three sentences convey more useful information to the wargamers of the
Zulu War phenomena than the six or so pages written by Mr. Clark. Rules can only
develop when opinions supplement definite fact as an integral part of the rules
system.

As far as the Zulu War is concerned, fact has been extensively covered in Mr.
Clark's articles but fact can only go a limited way to formulating a set of rules.
D.B.Clark simply did not progress from the simple facts stage to the use of personal
concepts. The three quoted sentences have formed the basis of the set of rules I
use for the Zulu War.

ooOoo

MUST LIST - Continued from Page 20.

to be published on 6th March next. Entitled "WAR GAMES THROUGH THE AGES 3,000 BC tc
1,500 AD" it is the first in a series of four such books by Donald Featherstone
which will detail the history of warfare, tactics, armies, etc., from the beginnings
of time until today. The book has chapters (each with its own illustration) dealing
with the Sumerians; ancient Egyptians; Assyrians; Persians; Greeks; Macedonians;
Romans; Carthaginians; Roman Civil War 50-44 BC; Gauls; Germans; Goths; Britons;
Cavalry Armies; Huns; Mongols; Saxons; Vikings; Normans; Byzantines; Chinese; Franks;
Japanese; Indians; Crusaders; Saracens; Ottoman Turks; Swiss; The Hundred Years War
and The Mercenaries. It also includes a unique system of assessing the fighting
value of each army so that it is possible to pit Assyrians against Romans for ex
ample and to know the odds required to give a good game, being fair to both sides.
In addition, the "style of fighting" of each force is detailed and a system is des
cribed whereby that style of fighting MUST be used when employing such a force -
this does away with incongruities such as Ancient Britons carrying out skilled man
oeuvres worthy of Montgomery at Alamein when facing Romans whose wargamer-handler
might not be so tactically-minded - with anomalous results! The book also deals
with alternative moves and orders and contains appendices on the Availability of
Wargames Figures; Pictorial jources for Ancient and Medieval Troops; Suggested Read
ing; Relevant Articles in Magazines and Journals (covering a 15 year period);
General Notes on Weapons and a section dealing with the War Games Research Group
Ancient and Medieval Rules. This book, published by Stanley Paul, can be obtained
from bookshops at £2.755 or from this magazine at i;3.00p (#8.00) when it will be
personally inscribed to the purchaser and autographed by the author.

In the Kellogg's Corn Flake packets can be found some very nice little plastic
"Warrior Models" - described as "fully-detailed models of a famous warrior from
history ... he could be a Highlander, a Crusader, a Musketeer, a Viking, an Egyptian,
a Turk, a Spanish Infantryman or even a Zulu." These are very nicely made little
models and, in sufficient numbers could well be used to make up a small-scale table-
top skirmish. They rather remind me of the French military figures given away with
a specific brand of coffee in France.

With reference to the very first paragraph of this "Must List", I have heard
enough whispers to now believe that this brand new set of masters turned out in re
cord time by Peter Gilder could well be 30mm scale American Civil War figures. I am
not quite sure of the value of this particular period in this particular scale be
cause they will not fit in with much else that is around (unless you happen to have
some 3°mm scale Scruby figures from way back) and also I suppose they come into
direct competition with the Airfix figures of the same period although in a different
scale. However, most of the metal figures turned out these days are in competition
with, their plastic counterparts so perhaps that doesn't matter. Incidentally, Peter
is showing his versitility in another field by constructing all the background
terrain for photographs to be taken by that master photographer Phillip Stearns for a
new book "The War Game" in which a number of authors (myself included), write on

well-known battles of history simulated as wargames - edited by Brig. Peter Young.
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MUST
LIST

Not a great deal new to report this month al
though mysterious hints have come from the direc
tion of the Hinchliffe camp about a startling new
range of 25mm models that they have turned out.
Apparently the idea was given to designer Peter
Gilder at the Model Engineers Exhibition and with
in two weeks he had turned out a complete range of
masters! He will not tell me what they are but
says they are the best yet!

I am told by Lou Zocchi designer of the boardgame Battle of Britain that he
has turned out a booklet and mapsheet which allows considerable change and improve
ment in the game. Lou tells me that if any of my subscribers want copies, #3.00
buys a copy of the rules and 20 Play by Mail sheets which weigh about 7 oz and will
be shipped 4th class unless 1st class or air postage is included with the order.
100 Play by Mail sheets are also #5.00 and weigh about 7 oz. Both are available
from Tsgt. Lou Zocchi, 206? Comm sq., George AFB, Calif 92392, U.S.A.

Lowrys Hobbies, P.O.Box 1123, Evansville, Indiana 47715, U.S.A. has just pub
lished his Civil War rules for miniatures called "Hard Tack". Each book costs
#2.00 and is really more than just a set of Civil War rules. The book goes on to
describe how to design your own set of miniature rules and how to balance out the
relevant factors like time and distance.

His "Star Trek" game is almost finished too. It is not a boardgame adaptation
of the series but more closely resembles Fletcher Pratt's type naval conflicts than
anything he can compare it to, if he has to compare it to something.

Dick Tennant was very impressed with the October Battle Report "The Battle of
the Brown Hills" by Gary Gygax (contrary to the opinion of some other readers!)
Dick says he has seen a map for anyone wanting to embark upon this campaign. Called
"The Middle Earth Map" it is based on the history of the Tolkiens (Hobbits and all
that). It is available in poster shops and card shops and apparently is put out by
a firm under the name of "Hang Up", the number of it is 25 and it retails at 75P-
It exactly fits into the spirit and atmosphere of the War of the Wizards and as this
seemed quite popular it may be of interest..

The latest i.atham R. Preston catalogue contains the announcement of the Merca-
tor and Viking lines of Armour Models in 1:200 scale. All prices are shown in DM.
Mercator have in stock the British tanks, Mk I (M & F) and Mk IV (M k F) and the
Renault tank FT 17 (M & F). Outside of these units for ./'orld War I and the RUSSIAN
tanks, T34/76, T-34/85, KVI and KV-II, the nearly complete line of German armoured
units is available. Price list as follows, allowing 10'/.; for surface parcel post
from Germany:

PZ III and IV (any model) - DM 4.50 Pz38 (Hetzer)
Panther and Tiger (any) - DM 5.00 88 cm. FL,.K
7.5 cm PAK, 3.7 cm PAK, 3*7 cm FLAK and the 2 cm FLAK

DM 3.50
DM ;.50
DM 2.00

Models of the British Cromwell, Charioteer and the familiar Sherman tank are
planned, but not currently available. All of these, when issued will be priced at
DM 4.50.

Address is: N.R.Preston, P.O.Box 2388, 86 3amberg, West Germany.

I am informed that the Avalon Hill Company have discontinued production of the
following games - U-Boat; Tactics II and Bismarck. Readers will know that all
Avalon Hill games can be obtained through this magazine - write to the Editor for
particulars and prices etc.

Partly because I am a bit short of new items to report and partly because it is
a new item anyway, I would like to draw the attention of readers to a book that is

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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25mm FIGURE AND EQUIPMENT RELEASES SINCE MID-DECEMBER 1971

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC (BN)

BN8 Line Infantry, Kneeling, Presenting Musket.
BN21 Rifles Officer.

BN25 Highland Officer.
3N55 Foot Artillery, Elevating Gun.
BN56 Foot Artillery, with Portfire.
BN57 Foot Artillery, Carrying Round.
BN58 Foot Artillery, With Rammer.
3V.G0 Foot Artillery, Officer, Pointing.

HINCHLIFFE
MODELS

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC 0AV..1.RY (BNC)

BNC3 Heavy Dragoon, Officer, Charging. BNC4
BNC19 Royal Corps of Drivers, Artillery Driver.
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC (AN)

AN3

PRUSS

Line Infantry Drummer
SIAN NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY (PNC)

PNC8 Line Cuirassier, Officer, Charging.
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC (FN)

FN50 Horse Artillery of the Line, with Linstock. FN53 Horse Artillery of the Line,
FN51 Horse Artillery of the Line, Charging Round. with Pricker.
FN52 Horse Artillery of the Line, with Rammer. FN55 Horse Artillery of the Line,
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY (FNC) Officer with map.

FNC18 Line Hussar, Officer in Colback, Charging. FNC19 Line Hussar, Trumpeter.

British colonial (3c)

BC5 North-West Frontier Tribesman, Charging. BC8 Fuzzy-Wuzzy Charging, Small
BC6 North-West Frontier Tribesman, Kneeling, Firing. Sword.
BC7 North West Frontier Tribesman, Laying, Firing. 3C9 Zulu, Married Warrior,
BRITISH COLONIAL CAVALRY (BCC) Charging with Assegai.

^"North-West Frontier Tribesman, Charging. 3CC3 Bengal Lancer, At Rest.
PKRbO:..-.LirY i-iGURha (Pr)

PF1 Enp'erpr Napoleon, Mounted. PF2 Marshall Ney, Mounted. PF3 Marshall Murat,
LIGHT HOASEG (LH) Mounted.

LH3 Standing, Head Arched. LH4 'Walking, Head Up.
:tUIPM-JNT HORSES (EH)

AW

Heavy Dragoon, Trumpeter.

Line Grenadier Officer.

PNC9 Line Cuirassier, Trumpeter.

LH5 Full Gallop.

EH3 French Napoleonic Limber Horse - Full Gallop.
SH4A British Napoleonic Limber Horse, Off Side Unridden, Standing, Head Up.
EH4B British Napoleonic Limber Horse, Near Side Ridden Horse, Standing,.Head Up.
EH4C British Napoleonic Horse Team Harness Set (Traces, Stirrups, etc.).

25mm E.7.UIPH INT RANGE

25/J British Napoleonic 6 Pdr Gun. ,,_,_ _ ... . M , . ., . ,„.
25/K British Napoleonic 9 Pdr Gun. 25/L Brltlsh Napoleonic Limber (A)
Limber (A) if for use with 25/J and 25/K and 25 Mand 25/N when issued.
20mm (4mra - 1ft) Range.

20/21 British Colonial Baggage Wagon. 20/22 German l.'H.Il 10.5cm Lt. Field
Howitzer, L/28.

G1 German Infantryman, Advancing. G6 German Artilleryman, Kneeling.
G2 German Infantry NCO, Machine Pistol. G7 German Artilleryman, with Rangefinder.
G3 German Panzer Grenadier, Advancing. G8 German Officer with Binoculars.
G4 German Infantryman, Kneeling. G9 German Paratrooper, Advancing.
G5 German Artilleryman, Hands to Ears. A1 American Infantryman, advancing.

Further figures in all the ranges to be released at regular periods. Next
month we shall publish details of our new range of 25mm figures and equipment to
cover yet another period. H f»mm«. lo

»«* Jf-l0]i htV& dffficultY in obtaining these figures or equipment in your area
onlv too I" /J"*' 1*,?' d° n0t hSVe a stock«t in Your vicinity we shall beonly too pleased to send direct.

fel
HINCHLIFFE MODELS, Meltham, Huddersfield, England, HD7 3NX
A range ol Cast Metal Military Models 20-30-54 m/m Scale
Illustrated Catalogues from your dealer or direct. 13p post free

do
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BOOKS
MACDOHALD OF THE 42nd by Donald Featherstone. (Leo Cooper - £3.00p).

Donald Featherstone, the Southampton writer on all matters military (he seems to
produce his books slightly faster than five rounds rapid), has a new one called
"MacDonald of the 42nd", which doesn't quite hit the target. And yet you are sur
prised to find that you don't mind this. The author fails in his central aim, but
this merely leaves the reader pleased to have the central aim disposed of so that he
can get on reading without interruption.

Basically the book (out through Seely Service and Co., at £3), is a chronicle
of the 42nd (The Black Watch) and of the activities of the Highland Brigade in the
Crimea and in India. But Mr. Featherstone didn't mean it to be just like that. He
tried a twist. He attempted to "novelise" his history by unearthing an old letter
from a Black Watch veteran called Hector MacDonald. Then he put Hector into the
pages, hoping we should read through his eyes. I should like to see Mr. Feather
stone moving into the field of the historical novel, but this seems like a shaky
first attempt. He doesn't succeed in making either MacDonald or his brothers, appear
as central characters. Indeed, they are forgotten for long periods of narrative,
and when they re-emerge are irrelevant. Yet all is not lost. When it comes to
military facts, Mr. Featherstone can get their fastest with the mostest. His balance
is nicely held between tactics and feelings; the historical progression of events and
what it was really like.

The Black Watch, who helped with the research, must surely be pleased. They
should buy this one by the crate-load and issue a free copy to all new recruits.
That's if the regiment still exists. It didn't go down in the last bureaucratic
massacre, did it? The ghost of old Sir Colin Campbell would have had something to
say. (W.M.Hill, Southern Evening Echo, 12-1-1972).

(This book can be obtained, personally inscribed and autographed by the author
through 'Wargamer's Newsletter for £3.20 (#8.00 U.S.A.).)

0
s-

Warrior
metal miniatures

Send S.A.E.for price list to:
G.R.Seton. 23 Grove Rd.
Leighton Buzzard.Beds.

25mm.
Foot.

Cavalry.
Cannon.

30mm.
Foot.

Cavalry.
Cannon.

5P
I2p
30p

I2p
35p
45p

Extensive range of 25 and 30mm.

Ancients.
Norman Conquest.
16 and 17th.Century
Napoleonic

including
25mmEnglish Civil War
EC 13 Cavalier
EC 14 Roundhead
EC 15 Lobster \ armour
EC 16 I6th Century Horseman
EC I? Lansquenet Halberdier
EC 18 Lansquenet with pike
EC 19 Lansquenet with Arquebus
EC 20 Standard Bearer

30nm. Norman Conquest

NI Norman with axe
N2 Norman with sword
N3 Archer
51 Housecarl with axe
52 Saxon with spear
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AROTJKD
AIRFIX MAGAZINE - February 1972. Beautifully produced as always and contains well
illustrated articles on German par'ichutgtroops; modelling the Crusader tank; expand
ing the Airfix Sherwood Castle set; 54mm conversions; American half-tracks; conver
sions in 1:12 scale; plus book, new kit reviews and correspondents columns.

THE COURIER - Vol. Ill: No.8. This American Bulletin of the New England Wargamers
Association is full of wargaming information and contains articles on the Swedish
Army in the Great Northern W.-.r; Advanced Wargame Campaign 1944; Airfix Conversion -
Scot 1745; Navy of Mexico 1846-48; Grapeshot by Fred Vietmeyer; A Civil War Campaign;
a review of Chainmail Rules; Wargaming in the Ancient Period; A Wargame Bibliography;
German Mercenary Troops During the American Revolution; The French Army in World War
I; the use of dice; plus reviews and other items.

MILIHISTRICT - Summer 1971. Contains illustrated articles on the Militia in Colonial
America; British in North America; plus uniform details American Army late 19th
century.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - October 1971. This is "the journal of military history, including
theory and technology and is published for the American Military Institute by the
Department of History, Kansas State University". An advanced journal containing
articles on Forty Years of the Military Institute 1933-72; General Wood's Experiment
al Companies; The Pueblo Affair; The Landsknecht; West Point and the First Negro
Cadet; Eisenhower, Giraud and the Command of "Torch"; plus book reviews, museum de
tails etc., etc.
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F.; a review of Hinchliffe figures plus adverts, reviews, etc., etc.

MODEL BOATS - February 1972. Contains an article with plans concerning H.M.S. Chester
plus Fighting Fleets in Miniature of the Brazilian Battleship Minas Gerais.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - September 1971. Obtainable from Douglas H. Johnson, 10 Overbrock
Drive, St. Louis, Mo. U.S.A. 63124. This magazine always excites me, partly because
it is about my favourite period but also because it is so beautifully researched and
completely unusual. It contains illustrated articles on the Italian Infantry 1887;
A Bibliography of books on South African Wars; Movies Dealing with the Colonial
Period 185O-196O; Colonial Wargaming; The Foreign Legion 1884-1900; Chainmail Cavalry
of the Mahdi's Army; plus book and magazine reviews etc. Well recommended if you
fight Colonial 'Wargames.

THE WARGAMSR - November 1971. This American magazine continues to flourish with
articles on the Confederate Infantry; Ancient Morale for Wargames; Airborne Units;
a Wargame complete with useful map; the boardgame Waterloo; a set of simple World War
II Rules; Wargaming on Records; plus book reviews, etc.

TRADITION - Number 59. Immaculately produced as always and containing beautifully
illustrated articles on The Brunswick Corps at Waterloo; The Role of the Durham Light
Infantry in the Peninsular War; The Papal Carbineers; The Royal Swedish Infantry,
Artillery and Navy 1806-14; Austro-Hungarian Infantry Uniforms 1914-1918; Reminiscen
ces of Imperial Russia; The New National Army Museum; The German Naval Airship
Service 1914-18; His Majesty's Sicilian Regiment of Light Infantry plus book reviews
etc., and also six full pages of coloured plates of the Imperial German Army 1892 and
the Armies of the Italian States of Sardinia, Sicily, Modena and Parma 1853.

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full page ... £6.00 (#16.00). Quarter Page ... £1.50p (#4.00)
Half Page ... £3.00 (#8.00). Eighth Page ... 75p(#2.00)

Classified advorts 1p (.2 floats) per word.
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FOR SALE:

THE NOTICE BOARD

.'^'.-*••_"'. ,

Spencer-Smith 30mm plastic wargame figures - all types including
cannon. S.A.E. for list to S.Dance, 7 Bendmore Avenue, Abbey Wood, London SE2 OEY.

ooOoo

Back issues of Wargamer's Newsletter for November 1968; November 1970 and each
month until January 1972. l8p (50c U.S.A.) each including postage.

ooOoo

A.n.S.Cocks of Tremuir Cottage, Royce Way, West Wittering, Sussex, would like to
meet anyone interested in forming a Wargames Group in the region of Chichester.

---ooOoo- —

Wargames rules for the period 1500-1660, an exciting period of military history
from the Great Italian Wars to the Thirty Years War and English Civil War - price
50p also A.C.W. rules 35p; Mid-l8th Century rules 25p. /ill including postage from
D.B.Millward, 12 Godrock House, 'iighfield Road, l.oseley, Birmingham B13 9IIR.

00O00

Anybody know of a club in the Derby area? Or maybe other Derby enthusiasts
could write? J.Kinsey, 108 Kedleston Road, Derby.

00O00

FOR SAL.-, AND TR.'.DZ: Britains lead sets and figures. Send double, postage S.A.E.
or 2 I.R.Cs for Sale Lists and Trade Lists to Donald G.Hill, 6?01 New Hope Drive,
Springfield,- Virginia 22151, U.S.A.

00O00

FO.-: SALE: Assorted Airfix tanks and figures suitable for Russian front, send
S.A.E. for list - D.Clark, 32 Nigel Road, London SE15 4NR.

00O00

The Lancashire Education Committee, Division No. 6, are planning to hold an
exhibition of Military Modelling and allied material in the College Hall, Nelson and
Colne College of Further Education, Scotland Road, Nelson, Lanes, on Sunday, 19th
March, 1972. The nucleus of the show will be Philip Haythornthwaite's fine collec
tion of models and military mementoes.

Invitations are also being extended to local organisations operating in the same
field, to local specialist model shops, to local libraries and to certain manufactur
ers. In all cases, display should be restricted items and books connected with
military modelling and military land, sea and air vehicles.

Its prime aim is not to be a trade exhibition but rather a 'hobby' show which
may lead to the development of relevant Leisure Classes at the College

—00O00

copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once per month and dispatched so
please be patient - your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone out!

00O00

Overseas subscribers sometimes kindly send addressed envelopes, complete with
postage stamps of their own country. Unfortunately the British Post Office will only
accept British stamps on outgoing letters so I have the beginnings of a collection
of unused foreign stamps. An International Reply Coupon is the answer, gentlemen.

00O00

FOR SALE: 20mm Painted Crimean figures - Infantry 6p; Cavalry 13p. S.A.E. for
details - Barry Pick, 91 Central Avenue, Syston, Leicester.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - The original text book of wargaming. £1.65p. (#5.75)-

"NAVAL 'WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (#5-75)-

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5-75).

"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#6.25).

"WARGAME CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (#6.00).

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, recrods, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#3«00).

"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.75)-

"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh War 1845-6.
Nearly out of print! A few signed by the author left at 65p. (#2.00).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). £2.90p. (#8.00).

"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and "istorex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (#6.00).

"LITTLE WARS" - "Little Wars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsimile re
production of the first edition. In this book H. G. Wells brought his consider
able imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but effective rules to
rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little Wars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of playing war-
games. It is also a book of great charm. £1.85p. (#6.00).

"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1893-1918" - L.W.Richards. An illustrated reference
Guide for Collectors! £1.65p. (#5-75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules-for Mediaeval.period by Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5« Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including
rules for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p (#3-50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an "additional 30 cents handline-
charge added to them. 6



Getevery
detail right

.withAirfix

It's the little things—like the opening hatches and elevating machine
gun on this Centurion tank—that really make the model I And

that's why Airfix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.
Every model is accurate to the smallost detail—a perfect

replica ol the real Ihingl There are nineteen series each made
to a constant scale. Over 300 kits to choose from at prices

Irom 17p. From all good hobby shops and F. W Woolworth
Ask lor the catalogue.

Ml—kit:*«**«It«i Mtiacata:tM/taltak 1»W:8£m&» t«U:tatato

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits

PLANESI
Over 150 lo tho
Irom. in.'i.
aircr.i'l Irom both
World Wars, modern
jets and airliners.

>

STOP PRESS One of the most advanced
British motoi cars, Ihe five door Austin Ma«i
has live forward gears. Ihe lancinating Ailfix
model featuics authentically detailed engine
and intciior trim. 34p.

News, orlicloi. conversions lor modelling
enthusiasts overy month In AIRFIX MAGAZINE.
15p Irom your model shop or newsagent.
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